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Trader Vic’s Hakata is the newest outpost of the famed San Francisco restaurant group. Located in the 2nd subbasement of the new Hakata Riverain
development in Fukuoka, the 1500 m2
restaurant and bar represents a new
design direction for Trader Vic’s.
Conceived as a Polynesian compound,
the facility has both casual and formal
dining areas with respective separate
menus as well as an extensive bar,
cigar lounge and private rooms.
Past the "gatehouse" entrance,
which serves reception and retail sales
functions, one passes through a colorfully-lit tropical waterfall with exotic
plants and tiki statuary into the "Island
Bistro", the casual dining area of the
restaurant. Here coconut tabletops,
large torchiere wall sconces and ashlar
stone flooring support the outdoor
patio/garden atmosphere, but it is the
ceiling design composed of huge
"leaves" springing from the concrete
columns which define the space.
Ingenious lighting hidden behind
"leaves" and "clouds" phase through
recurring day-through-sunset-to-night
settings, creating a spectacular modulation of color throughout the dining
experience.
Flanking the central bistro space
are the water-themed underlit blue bar
on one side and the open kitchen with
its wood fired Chinese oven opposing.
At the rear of the "garden", one enters
the formal restaurant, presented as the
refined living room of a Polynesian
colonial manor house, with museumquality artwork, upholstered furniture
and plush carpeting in an intimate, residential scale.
An adjacent private room and
smoking lounge have a Cuban theme
yet maintain an ambient relationship
with the formal dining area.
The many design elements and
functional components of the large
restaurant fit together seamlessly to create a visually exciting environment in
which to enjoy the superb foods and
imaginative beverages for which Trader
Vic’s is internationally known.

